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Abstract

This paper proposes an opportunistic routing protocol for wireless sensor networks that works on top of an
asynchronous duty-cycling medium access control (MAC) protocol. The proposed protocol is designed for
applications that are not real-time but still have some requirements on packet delay. The main idea is that if a packet
has time to spare, it can wait on a node hoping that it can be aggregated with other packets, resulting in reduced
number of transmissions. The forwarders and the packet hold time depend on the energy status of nodes in the
network. The simulation results show that the proposed protocol achieves longer network lifetime compared to the
other state-of-the-art protocols, while satisfying application delay requirements.
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1 Introduction
It is well known that energy efficiency is the most impor-
tant factor in designing protocols for wireless sensor
networks, since the network may need to operate with-
out human intervention for as long as possible. Medium
access control and routing protocols are designed to min-
imize energy consumption while achieving application
requirements. In order to conserve energy, it is essential
to put nodes into sleep mode as much as possible. For this
reason, many medium access control protocols run duty-
cycles in which nodes periodically switch between active
and sleep modes.
Medium access protocols running duty-cycles can be

divided into synchronized and asynchronous protocols. In
synchronized protocols, some nodes (or all nodes) syn-
chronize their active periods so that they wake up at the
same time and communicate if necessary. However, main-
taining active period synchronization can be expensive,
because it requires periodic message exchange between
nodes. Also, protocols requiring tight synchronization
may not work well in practice due to the slight differences
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in clock speed of the nodes. Asynchronous protocols do
not synchronize active periods, so nodes do not wake up at
the same time. Thus, when a node wants to send a packet
to its neighbor, it is probable that the intended receiver
is not awake. To communicate, either sender or receiver
should wait in the active mode for its counterpart to
wake up. Since there is no requirement for time synchro-
nization, asynchronous protocols are easier to implement
and operate than synchronized protocols. B-MAC [1],
X-MAC [2], and BoX-MAC [3] are widely known asyn-
chronous protocols, and BoX-MAC is selected as the basic
medium access control (MAC) protocol for TinyOS 2.x
[4].
With BoX-MAC, the major source of energy consump-

tion is the time sender waits for receiver to wake up. For
a tree-style routing protocol such as CTP [5], a sender has
to wait in active mode for half of the wake-up interval,
in average. On the other hand, opportunistic routing pro-
tocols such as Opportunistic Routing in Wireless sensor
network (ORW) [6] work particularly well with asyn-
chronousMAC protocols. Instead of selecting a particular
forwarder, each node maintains multiple candidate for-
warders and forwards its packet to one of the candidates
who wakes up first. Opportunistic routing reduces packet
delay, butmore importantly, it can save significant amount
of energy by reducing the wait time of senders.
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In wireless sensor network routing, in-network aggre-
gation can also play a significant role in reducing energy
consumption. If multiple packets can be combined at an
intermediate node, the number of transmissions reduces,
even though the packet size can be increased depending
on how the data are combined. Since there is a fixed over-
head of sender wait time for each packet transmission,
reducing the number of transmissions is also important in
extending network lifetime. For in-network aggregation, a
node has to hold on to packets for some time before trans-
mitting. Meanwhile, if other packets arrive at the node,
data can be aggregated and sent as a single packet. If the
packets are generated at random times, there is a trade-off
between packet delay and energy consumption: if nodes
hold on to the packet longer, more packets will likely to
be aggregated, but packet delay will increase. This trade-
off means that the energy consumption can be controlled
based on application delay requirements.
This paper proposes a routing protocol that controls

this trade-off and achieves better network lifetime com-
pared to other tree-style or opportunistic protocols. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses related work. Section 3 describes preliminary back-
grounds and presents the proposed protocol in detail.
Section 4 shows the performance of protocols using sim-
ulations. Finally, Section 5 concludes with remarks on
future work.

2 Related work
A lot of medium access control and routing protocols have
been developed for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) in
the last decade [7,8,33-35]. Although WSNs share simi-
larities with mobile ad hoc networks and wireless mesh
networks, protocols for WSNs are unique in that they are
focused on achieving energy efficiency rather than high
throughput. Most WSN applications do not require high
throughput, although there are exceptions such as multi-
media sensor networks [9]. Some applications have quality
of service requirements such as reliability [10] and packet
delay [11].
Most medium access control protocols use duty-cycling

for energy efficiency, and the protocols can be divided
into two categories: synchronized and asynchronous. In
synchronized protocols, all nodes or a subset of nodes
synchronize their active times, so that they can wake up
at the same time. In SMAC [12], all nodes wake up at the
same time and stay in active mode for some time before
going back to sleep. Time synchronization is maintained
using SYNC messages exchanged during active period.
TMAC [13] and DSMAC [14] are improvements to the
SMAC, where active periods are adaptively managed to
conserve energy. The most difficult problem in operat-
ing synchronizedMAC protocols is to maintain tight time
synchronization among nodes. Loss of synchronization

can lead to continuous packet drops causing significant
waste of energy.
Asynchronous protocols do not synchronize active peri-

ods, so nodes wake up at different times. If a node wants
to transmit a packet, it has to wake up and stay in active
mode until the receiver wakes up. B-MAC [1], X-MAC [2],
and BoX-MAC [3] are well-known asynchronous proto-
cols. In B-MAC, the transmitter wakes up and transmits
a preamble for the duration of a whole wake-up interval
(assuming all nodes have the same wake-up interval). If a
node wakes up and detects a preamble, it stays in active
mode. After transmitting the preamble, the transmitter
transmits the packet. All neighbors of the transmitter will
be awake and receive the packet by then. The problem
with B-MAC is that even for a unicast packet, the sender
wakes up all its neighbors unnecessarily. In X-MAC [2],
the sender sends short preambles repeatedly, instead of
a long preamble. The short preamble indicates who the
receiver is. When a neighbor node wakes up, it checks
the preamble to see if it is the intended receiver. If not,
the node goes back to sleep. If yes, the node sends an
ACK to the sender. On receiving ACK, the sender sends
data to the receiver. By doing this, nodes that are not the
receiver can avoid waiting for the whole wake-up inter-
val in active mode. In BoX-MAC [3], the sender sends the
packet itself in streams instead of short preambles. When
the receiver receives the packet, it sends back an ACK
and both can go to sleep without going through another
transaction. The most significant benefit of using an asyn-
chronous protocol is that it is simple to implement and
easy to operate.
A routing protocol, which decides paths of the pack-

ets, sits between the MAC layer and the application layer.
Similar to the MAC protocol, the design goal of a rout-
ing protocol is to minimize energy consumption while
achieving application requirements. The basic strategy of
routing is to build a tree rooted at the sink, so that the
packets are forwarded along the tree branches [5]. The
tree can be constructed based on various factors such as
number of hops, residual energy, and expected transmis-
sion count (ETX) [15]. Opportunistic routing is another
strategy of forwarding packets. In ExOR [16], an oppor-
tunistic routing protocol for ad hoc networks, a node
chooses a list of candidate forwarders instead of just one
forwarder as in a tree-based protocol. Each forwarder is
given a priority, which is included in the packet header. A
node receiving the packet waits for a delay that is com-
puted based on its priority before transmitting the packet.
Other nodes that overhear this packet cancel their trans-
missions. Although it is shown that ExOR achieves longer
network lifetime compared to a tree-based protocol in
an ad hoc network, it cannot be used in a duty-cycled
WSN since not all nodes are awake when the sender
transmits its packet. GeRaF [17] is a similar protocol,
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Figure 1 Behavior of ORW running on top of asynchronous duty-cycled MAC. Node B and C are in node A’s forwarder set. When node A is
sending packets, node B wakes up before node C and receives the packet. Node B replies by sending an ACK to node A, who stops sending packets.

but forwarders are selected based on location informa-
tion. DSF [18] is an opportunistic protocol that works
with duty cycling. A node knows the sleep schedule of
the neighbors and selects forwarders based on the sched-
ule, as well as delay, reliability, and energy status. ORW
[6] is a routing protocol specifically designed to work
with an asynchronous duty-cycledMAC protocol. A node
chooses a set of candidate forwarders and forwards its
packet to whoever wakes up first, after the node starts
transmitting packets. This strategy works particularly well
with BoX-MAC, since the sender sends the packet repeat-
edly until a receiver receives the packet and replies by
sending an ACK. The forwarder set is determined based
on a metric called expected duty cycled (EDC wake-ups),
which takes into account the number of neighbors a node
has.
There are routing protocols designed to benefit from

in-network aggregation [19]. The greedy incremental tree
(GIT) [20] is a heuristic strategy of building an aggrega-
tion tree so that the number of packet transmission is
minimized. Aonishi et al. [21] improved GIT by consid-
ering the aggregation efficiency. Liu et al. [22] considered

an environment where there is an upper limit to the
number of packets that can be aggregated. DRINA [23]
is a cluster-based routing protocol for event-triggered
packet aggregation.When an event occurs, multiple nodes
located nearby detect the event and generate packets. The
nodes form a cluster and elect a leader which becomes
the point of aggregation. The packets are first gathered at
the cluster head and then sent to the sink as an aggregated
packet.
There are many other approaches for achieving energy

efficiency in wireless sensor networks. EDAL [24] is a data
collection protocol that considers deadlines for packet
delivery. To meet the deadlines while achieving energy
efficiency, EDAL leverages results from open vehicle rout-
ing problem and provides heuristics that can be applied
to WSNs. Cross-layer design of routing and MAC pro-
tocol can be beneficial to preserving energy as shown
in [25], where DSR was modified to provide energy-
efficient routing in sensor networks. Compressed sensing,
which is a signal processing technique which delivers a
full recovery of signals from far fewer measurements,
has been applied for energy-efficient data collection in

Figure 2 The wake-up behavior of ORIA.
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Figure 3 An example scenario. The arrows indicate the forwarder set. For example, nodes B and C are in the forwarder set of node A. The bars next
to the nodes indicate residual energy. The number indicates the maximum number of hops to the sink.

sensor networks [26]. Prediction can be useful for WSNs
due to the temporally redundant nature of sensor data,
and CoGKDA [27] uses grey model and Kalman filter
to collect data with high prediction accuracy and low
communication overhead. Finally, Compressive Data Col-
lection (CDC) [28] observes that real data sets from
sensor networks may have strong compressibility and the
power-law decaying data model fits well for these data.
Thus, CDC uses on-the-fly compression of sensor data
in order to reduce communication overhead and energy
consumption.
Opportunistic Routing with In-network Aggregation

(ORIA) [29] is an opportunistic routing protocol similar to
ORW but tries to benefit from in-network aggregation. To
promote aggregation, each node holds on to its packet for
a certain duration before transmitting, and while the node
is holding a packet, it increases its wake-up rate in order to
increase the chance of receiving packets from downstream
nodes. ORIA achieves longer network time compared to
ORW, but since ORIA uses fixed packet holding time
at each node, the packet delay from source to sink may
become long. If there is a packet delay requirement, the
routing protocol should deliver the packets in time. The
proposed protocol described in the next section consid-
ers packet delay requirements, while pursuing the benefit
of opportunistic routing and in-network aggregation. It is
what makes the proposed protocol different from other
existing protocols.

3 Proposed protocol
3.1 Preliminaries: ORW and ORIA
ORW is an opportunsic protocol designed to work on top
of BoX-MAC, an asynchronous duty-cycled MAC proto-
col. In ORW, each node maintains a forwarder set, which
is a list of candidate forwarders selected among its neigh-
boring nodes. When a node has a packet to transmit,

Table 1 Default parameters used for simulation

Parameter Value

Simulation area 100 × 100 m

Transmission range 20 m

Carrier sense range 40 m

Backoff time when carrier is busy 30 ms

Wake-up interval 1 s

Short wake-up interval 0.5 s

Delay requirement 30 s

Initial energy 2,000 mAh

Energy consumption Tx 17.4 mA [30]

Energy consumption Rx 19.7 mA [30]

Energy consumption for mode switching 0.3 mA [31]

Active listening time when channel is idle 5.61 ms [3]

Active listening time when channel is busy 20 ms [3]

Packet transmission/receive time 50 ms [3]
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Figure 4 Results varying number of nodes in the network. Packet generation rate is three packets per second.

it wakes up, senses the channel, and starts transmitting
packets repeatedly if the channel is idle. The forwarder
set is included in the packet header. If a neighboring node
which is in the forwarder set of the sender wakes up and
receives the packet, it sends an ACK back to the sender
and the sender stops transmitting packets. Figure 1 shows
the behavior of ORW. In the figure, node A is the sender
and nodes B and C are in A’s forwarder set. When node
A generates a packet, it wakes up and starts transmitting
packets. Suppose node B wakes up earlier than node C.
Node B wakes up, receives the packet, and sends back an
ACK. On receiving ACK, node A stops transmission and
goes back to sleep. When node C wakes up, node A is no
longer transmitting.

The forwarder set is decided based on EDC, which is
calculated as follows. For a subset Si of node i, EDCi is:

EDCi(Si) = 1
|Si| +

∑
j∈Si EDCj

|Si| . (1)

In the equation, the first term is the expected wait time
of the node, which is inversely proportional to the num-
ber of neighbors. The second term is the average expected
wait time after the packet is forwarded to the next hop.
The sum of these two terms is the expected wait time
experienced from the node to the sink. It is shown in
[6] that using EDC to select forwarders achieves longer
network lifetime compared to just using number of hops.

Figure 5 Results varying traffic load. The number of nodes is 200.
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ORIA is an extension to ORW, which tries to bene-
fit from in-network aggregation. In the scenario shown
in Figure 1, suppose node C is holding a packet to send.
Then, it might be better for node A to send its packet
to C rather than B. The energy consumption of node A
might slightly increase due to the longer wait time, but
the upstream nodes save energy because two packets are
aggregated at node C. So, the idea of ORIA is simple:
let each node hold on to the packet for some time, and
if a node is holding a packet, increase its wake-up rate
so that it can receive packets from downstream nodes
with higher probability. In ORIA, the hold time is fixed.
For example, if the hold time is 5 s, a node holds on to
the packet for 5 s after receiving the packet or generat-
ing the packet, before sending it to its upstream node.
The hold time only applies to the first packet received
or generated, which means the hold time is not exten-
ded even if a new packet arrives during the hold time.

Figure 2 shows the wake-up behavior of nodes running
ORIA.
The evaluation of ORIA shows that ORIA achieves

longer lifetime compared to ORW, if long packet delay can
be tolerated by the application. In ORIA, packets stay at
each node for a fixed delay (e.g., 10 s), unless the packet
is aggregated with another packet on reception (in the
case which the hold time is based on the previous packet).
Thus, a packet generated at a node six hops away from
the sink can take 1 min until the sink receives the packet.
However, for a lot of applications, the value of information
decreases as the delivery time is increased. Even for appli-
cations that are not time-critical, it is useful if packets are
delivered to the sink based on delay requirements given
by the application. The proposed protocol, called ORD
(Opportunistic Routing with Delay requirements), pro-
vides a tuning knob so that the trade off between energy
consumption and delay requirement can be controlled.

Figure 6 Network lifetime varying wake-up interval. In the graphs, n is the number of nodes and s is the number of packets generated per 30
seconds. (a) n = 200, s = 20. (b) n = 200, s = 100. (c) n = 600, s = 60. (d) n = 600, s = 300.
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3.2 Proposed protocol: ORD
3.2.1 Initial operation
The initial operation of ORD is similar to that of ORWand
ORIA. When a node is deployed, it starts duty-cycling by
switching between active and sleep modes. Also, it broad-
casts a HELLO-REQ message to its one-hop neighbors.
On receiving the HELLO-REQ message, the neighbors
sendHELLOmessages to the new node. TheHELLOmes-
sage includes ID, Expected Duty Cycled (EDC) wakeups,
and hop distance from the sink. After receiving HELLO
messages from the neighbors, the node computes its EDC
using Equation 1 and also computes the forwarder set.
Once this is done, the node broadcasts a HELLO mes-
sage so that its neighbors can update its EDC and for-
warder set. Note that HELLOmessages sent in response to
HELLO-REQ are unicast packets, whereas other HELLO
messages are broadcast.
Once a node computes its forwarder set, it is ready to

generate packets or forward packets from other nodes.

To adapt to possible topology changes, each node peri-
odically broadcasts a HELLO message to its one-hop
neighbors.

3.2.2 Statusmonitoring and feedback
In ORD, each node maintains the following information
for each forwarder.

• r: residual energy of each forwarder
• m: maximum number of hops to the sink to each

forwarder

Consider the scenario in Figure 3. Note that the arrows
in the figure indicate the forwarder sets, not the links. For
example, B and C are in node A’s forwarder set, D and
E are in B’s forwarder set, and so forth. The bars next
to the nodes indicate the residual energy, denoted by r.
For example, rA is 100, while rB is 75, and rC is 50. The
granularity of expressing residual energy needs not be too
fine, and 4 bits (16 levels) are used in the simulations. The

Figure 7 Ratio of late packets varying wake-up interval. In the graphs, n is the number of nodes and s is the number of packets generated per
30 seconds. (a) n = 200, s = 20. (b) n = 200, s = 100. (c) n = 600, s = 60. (d) n = 600, s = 300.
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number next to the node is the maximum number of hops
to the sink. Since the forwarders are selected based on
EDC, it is possible that a node with the same hop distance
to the sink in a shortest path tree can become a forwarder
in ORD. For example, node F is in the forwarder set of
node E. Because of this, although the shortest hop dis-
tance from node A to the sink is three hops, the packet
can actually take four hops to reach the sink. Thus, mE is
2,mB is 3, andmA is 4.
When a node receives a packet, it sends back an ACK

to the sender. The values r and m are included in the
ACK so that the downstream node can update its value.
As described next, forwarder sets can be changed based
on residual energy in ORD, although the changes do not
occur very dynamically. Thus, nodes need to keep track of
updated values in order to make proper decisions.

3.3 Forwarder selection and packet hold time
Consider the scenario in Figure 3 again. Suppose node
B has to forward a packet. Node B has nodes D and E

in its forwarder set, but the energy level of node E is
lower than node B. If the energy level of the forwarder is
lower by a certain threshold than the sender, the sender
excludes the node from the forwarder set temporarily. If
all nodes are excluded from the forwarder set, then the
nodes with maximum energy level are included in the for-
warder set. Node E is excluded from B’s forwarder set,
so B forwards its packet to only node D. Once node D’s
energy level is brought down to 50%, then B’s forwarder
set includes nodes D and E again, since both nodes are
at the same energy level and that is the maximum energy
level among nodes in B’s forwarder set. In the figure, node
A’s forwarder set will only include node B, since it has
larger amount of energy left than node C. Suppose node
A’s energy level was 25%. In this case, A’s forwarder set will
include both B and C.
The rationale behind this is that if the sender’s energy

level is low, the first priority is to reduce the sender wait
time. On the other hand, if the sender has enough energy,
then it is better to forward the packet to the forwarder

Figure 8 Network lifetime varying average packet loss ratio. In the graphs, n is the number of nodes and s is the number of packets generated
per 30 seconds. (a) n = 200, s = 20. (b) n = 200, s = 100. (c) n = 600, s = 60. (d) n = 600, s = 300.
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with higher energy level in order to balance the energy
level of the nodes. The forwarder selection algorithm is
described as a pseudocode in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for forwarder selection
algorithm.

Algorithm for selecting forwarders:

F ′
i ← ∅, rmax ← 0

for each node k in the forwarder set Fi do
if rk ≥ ri then

F ′
i ← F ′

i ∪ {k}
end if
if rk > rmax then

rmax ← rk
end if

end for
if F ′

i = ∅ then
for each node k in Fi do

if rk = rmax then
F ′
i ← F ′

i ∪ {k}
end if

end for
end if

Once a node selects its forwarders, it has to decide how
much it should hold the packet before transmitting. The
hold time in ORD is based on m, which is the maximum
number of hops to the sink. A node keeps track of m
for each forwarder, so it can compute its own m value as
follows. For node i,mi is:

mi = maxmk + 1, k ∈ F ′. (2)

Now, the packet hold time is calculated as follows.

th = Dreq − te
mi × tw

− g (3)

where th is the packet hold time, te is the elapsed time from
when the packet is generated, tw is the wake-up interval,
and g is a margin which considers time used for chan-
nel contention and backoff. The packet generation time
is stamped in the packet header. Similar to ORIA, the
hold time is applied only to the first packet received or
generated at the node.
Consider the scenario in Figure 3. Suppose delay re-

quirement is 30 s, and delays such as channel contention
delay, transmission time, and propagation time are
ignored. When node A generates a packet, it holds the
packet for 7.5 s since mA is 4. Now, the packet may be
forwarded to B or C. If the packet goes to B, B holds the

packet for 7.5 s, since mB is 3 and 22.5 s are left before
the time expires. However, if the packet happens to go to
node C, node C holds the packet for 11.25 s, since mC is
2. In this way, packets are generally held for longer dura-
tion of time as the packet gets nearer to the sink. This is
beneficial to maintaining the network alive, since nodes
closer to the sink tend to consume more energy.

4 Performance evaluation
4.1 Simulator and setup
Performance evaluation is conducted using a simulator
written in C++. The simulator is event-driven and models
real-life events such as carrier sense, backoff, and packet
collisions. When the simulation starts, nodes are ran-
domly placed in the simulation area. The sink node is
placed at the center. Once deployed, nodes exchange mes-
sages with each other to gain information necessary for
routing. (e.g., tree-based protocols need to know the hop
distance of each node from the sink, opportunistic proto-
cols need to compute EDC and forwarder sets). The over-
head of exchanging messages at this stage is not included
in the total energy consumption, since it is assumed to be
done once at the deployment stage, or rarely done during
operation.
After the initial phase is over, nodes begin their duty

cycles at random time, waking up and going to sleep
asynchronously. Also, according to the given packet gen-
eration rate, nodes randomly generate packets. If a node
generates a packet, it is forwarded to the sink using the
routing protocol. If multiple packetsmeet at an intermedi-
ate node, the packets are aggregated. Perfect aggregation
is assumed here, meaning packet size stays the same even
whenmultiple packets are aggregated.When a nodewants
to transmit a packet, it wakes up and senses the channel. If
the channel is busy, the node goes back to sleep and tries
again after backoff time. The sink node is assumed to be
always active. The simulation continues until one of the
nodes drains all of its energy and dies.
Performance of ORD is compared against the following

protocols.

1. TREE: A tree-based protocol. Each node selects a
parent based on the hop distance from the sink. A
node forwards its packet to its parent.

2. TREE-D: A tree-based protocol with dynamic parent
selection. In this protocol, nodes periodically reselect
their parents. A neighbor who is closer to the sink
and has the largest amount of residual energy is
selected as the parent. This reselection leads to load
balancing and thus extension of network lifetime.

3. ORW: This is the protocol described in [6]. Each node
calculates its EDC and forwarder set. The packet is
forwarded to one of the node in the forwarder set
that wakes up first and receives the packet.
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4. ORIA: This protocol, proposed in [29], builds upon
ORW to promote in-network aggregation. When a
node generates or receives a packet, it holds the
packet for a while before transmitting the packet.
Meanwhile, the node wakes up more frequently so
that it can increase possibility of receiving packets
from its neighbors.

The default parameters used in the simulations are listed
in Table 1, unless otherwise specified. Most of the param-
eters including simulation area size, transmission range,
backoff time, wake-up interval, and short wake-up inter-
val are selected to be the same as [29] for fair compari-
son. The energy consumption measures are from CC2420
technical specification [30], and MAC parameters are
from the BoX-MAC specification [3]. Each point in the
graphs is a result of 1,000 simulation runs with differ-
ent topologies and different seeds for generating random
numbers.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Impact of network density
In the first experiment, the number of nodes in the net-
work is varied from 100 to 700. Since the simulation area is
fixed, the number of nodes can be directly translated into
network density. The traffic generation rate is three pack-
ets per second. For ORIA, the fixed packet hold time at
each node is 5 s. The metrics measured are network life-
time and ratio of late packets. Network lifetime is defined
as the time until the first node runs out of energy [32], and
ratio of late packets is the percentage of packets that are
arrived at the sink later than the delay requirement.
Figure 4 shows the result. First, the TREE protocol

shows the worst lifetime because energy consumption
is not balanced among nodes: packets always follow the
same paths. TREE-D extends network lifetime by dynam-
ically changing paths based on residual energy. The differ-
ence between TREE and TREE-D becomes larger as the
node density increases, because there are more nodes to

Figure 9 Ratio of late packets varying average packet loss ratio. In the graphs, n is the number of nodes and s is the number of packets
generated per 30 seconds. (a) n = 200, s = 20. (b) n = 200, s = 100. (c) n = 600, s = 60. (d) n = 600, s = 300.
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share the burden of forwarding packets. ORW achieves
longer network lifetime by opportunistic forwarding.
ORIA extends the lifetime further using in-network aggre-
gation. However, it is shown in Figure 4b that 7% to 14%
of packets are received at the sink late. This is caused by
the fixed packet hold time of ORIA. ORD solves this prob-
lem by controlling packet hold time based on application
delay requirements and thus achieves low late packet ratio.
Also, ORD produces longer network lifetime compared to
ORIA. This benefit is achieved from dynamically selecting
forwarders (and thus packet hold times) based on energy
status of the nodes.

4.2.2 Impact of traffic load
Next, the impact of traffic load on network lifetime and
late packet ratio is studied by varying packet generation
rate. The number of nodes is fixed at 200, and packet
generation rate is varied from 5 to 100 packets per 30 sec-
onds. Again, the fixed packet hold time is 5 s. The result is
shown in Figure 5.

ORD outperforms TREE, TREE-D, ORW, and ORIA
in terms of network lifetime. All protocols show similar
pattern in which network lifetime decreases as the traf-
fic load is increased, which is an intuitive result. When
packet generation rate is low, network lifetime of ORIA
is similar to ORW. This is because ORIA does not gain
much from aggregation. ORD achieves 20% longer life-
time compared to ORIA with low traffic load. When the
traffic load is high, network lifetime of ORD and ORIA
is comparable, but ORIA produces 10% of late packets
while achieving this lifetime. The late packet ratio of ORD
is near zero, as shown in Figure 5b. To reduce the late
packet ratio of ORIA, the packet hold time should be
reduced, which in turn reduces network lifetime. The
results with different packet hold times are presented
later.

4.2.3 Impact of wake-up interval
In this experiment, wake-up interval is varied to study its
impact on system performance. The results are obtained

Figure 10 Network lifetime varying wake-up interval for comparing ORD and ORIA. In the graphs, n is the number of nodes and s is the
number of packets generated per 30 seconds. (a) n = 200, s = 20. (b) n = 200, s = 100. (c) n = 600, s = 60. (d) n = 600, s = 300.
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for four cases with different node densities and traffic
loads and are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
In general, ORD achieves longer network lifetime than

other protocols. Compared to ORIA, ORD achieves
approximately 50% longer network lifetime. When the
wake-up interval is short so is the network lifetime. As the
wake-up interval increases, the network lifetime increases
because nodes spend more time in sleep mode. At some
point, however, the network lifetime decreases again. This
is because if the wake-up interval is long, the wait time
of senders becomes longer which brings down the net-
work lifetime. Looking at Figure 7, it can be observed that
late packet ratio increases rapidly for TREE and TREE-D
protocols when the wake-up interval is high. For TREE
and TREE-D, increase in wake-up interval directly means
increased packet delay, since there is no opportunistic
forwarding. For opportunistic protocols, late packet ratio
does not increase much when the wake-up interval is
increased. This benefit directly comes from opportunis-
tic behavior. If there are n forwarders, c times increase in

wake-up interval only translates into c/n times increase in
the expected wait time.

4.2.4 Impact of packet loss
In this experiment, we have assigned a packet loss ratio
for each link. Packet loss ratio for links is assigned accord-
ing to normal distribution, centered at a given average.We
vary this average in order to see how performance or pro-
tocols is affected by packet loss. The results are shown in
Figures 8 and 9.
In each scenario, ORD achieves the highest network life-

time among all protocols. When the number of nodes is
200, network lifetime decreases as the packet loss ratio
increases. This is because the sender has to send its
packet longer if the packet is not received at the receiver.
However, we can observe that when the network is very
dense, the lifetime of opportunistic protocols can actually
increase. When the network density is high, the chance
that multiple receivers receive the packet becomes higher.
Whenmultiple receivers send back ACKs, they can collide

Figure 11 Ratio of late packets varying wake-up interval for comparing ORD and ORIA. In the graphs, n is the number of nodes and s is the
number of packets generated per 30 seconds. (a) n = 200, s = 20. (b) n = 200, s = 100. (c) n = 600, s = 60. (d) n = 600, s = 300.
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at the sender, and thus, the sender continues to send pack-
ets which results in unnecessary energy consumption.
In this situation, packet loss can actually help towards
reducing ACK collisions. If the benefit is greater than the
negative effect, the network lifetime becomes longer. In
terms of late ratio, it is not affected by packet loss when
the traffic load is very low (s = 20). When the traffic load
becomes higher, packet loss immediately affects the tree-
based protocols, because they only maintain one path for
each node. The opportunistic protocols are not signifi-
cantly affected by loss rate, which is one of the major
strengths of opportunistic protocols.

4.2.5 Comparing ORD andORIA
Now, we directly compare ORD and ORIA protocols.
For ORIA, the packet hold time was fixed at 5 s for the
previous simulations. It is expected that network lifetime
and late packet ratio significantly depend on the packet
hold time for ORIA. In this simulation, the results are
obtained for ORIA with packet hold time of 0, 5, 10,

15, and 20 s, as well as the ORD protocol. Note that
ORIA with zero packet hold time is similar to ORW, but
slightly different in that even if packet hold time is zero,
there is still time gap between a node receiving a packet
and actually forwarding the packet to another node. In
this duration of time, the ORIA protocol applies short
wake-up time. ORW does not have this mechanism.
The results are shown in Figures 10 and 11. For low

traffic (Figure 10a,c), the network lifetime of ORD is com-
parable to ORIA with 15 or 20 s of hold time. For high
traffic (Figure 10b,d), ORD is comparable to ORIA with
10 s of hold time. It can be observed that by increas-
ing packet hold time of ORIA, one can achieve longer
network lifetime. However, the late packet ratio depends
significantly on packet hold time; 10% to 20% of pack-
ets are late with 5 s of hold time, and longer hold times
are unacceptable when delay requirement is 30 s. One
observation from Figure 11 is that when the traffic is
very high, late ratio of ORW and ORD starts to increase.
This is caused by high contention among nodes. Even

Figure 12 Network lifetime varying delay requirement for comparing ORD and ORIA. In the graphs, n is the number of nodes and s is the
number of packets generated per 30 seconds. (a) n = 200, s = 20. (b) n = 200, s = 100. (c) n = 600, s = 60. (d) n = 600, s = 300.
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ORW, which does not hold packets for in-network aggre-
gation, fails to deliver packets on time for approximately
10% of packets. The late ratio of ORD is slightly higher
because the packets may spend some time in the down-
stream nodes before getting caught in high contention
near the sink. In moderate environments, ORD and ORIA
with zero hold time achieves near-zero late packet ratio,
and network lifetime of ORD is significantly longer than
ORIA.
Finally, the delay requirement is varied to see if ORD

meets delay requirements well. Delay requirement is
varied from 10 to 30 s, and ORIA with different hold
times is compared with ORD. The results are shown in
Figures 12 and 13. The network lifetime of ORIA pro-
tocols is not affected by delay requirements, whereas
network lifetime of ORD increases as the delay require-
ment is increased. This shows that ORD can benefit from
setting delay requirement large, if this is tolerable with
the applications. ORD achieves this benefit by holding

packets longer until time permits, so that more packets
can be aggregated. As shown in Figure 13, ORD suc-
cessfully meets the delay requirement even when the
delay requirement is 10 s. Whereas 5 s of hold time
in ORIA leads to 80% of late packets with 10 s delay
requirement.
In summary, ORD successfully benefits from tolerance

of applications for packet delays, by extending network
lifetime through in-network aggregation. However, limi-
tations and rooms for improvement still exist, and it has
got to do with wake-ups. First, ORW, ORIA, and ORD
all assume that nodes run duty cycles using the same
wake-up intervals. However, wake-up intervals can be
controlled to manipulate probabilities of packet recep-
tion among forwarders. Since nodes placed near the sink
tend to drain energy quicker, wake-up intervals can be
controlled so that packets travel faster when they are
far away from the sink, and take time near the sink so
that energy consumption is balanced, and thus, network

Figure 13 Ratio of late packets varying delay requirement for comparing ORD and ORIA. In the graphs, n is the number of nodes and s is the
number of packets generated per 30 seconds. (a) n = 200, s = 20. (b) n = 200, s = 100. (c) n = 600, s = 60. (d) n = 600, s = 300.
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lifetime is extended. Second, the short wake-up inter-
vals used to increase the chance of reception for nodes
holding packets are not optimized. Since it is a source of
energy consumption, the short wake-up intervals should
be carefully chosen based on the probability of receiving
another packet from downstream nodes. These issues will
be studied as a future work.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose ORD, an opportunistic routing
protocol for data collection in wireless sensor networks,
where applications have certain requirements on packet
delays. ORD shares basic features with ORW where for-
warder sets are computed based on EDC, and nodes
take advantage of multiple candidate forwarders and their
random wake-up times to quickly transfer their packets.
ORD follows ORIA’s approach where nodes hold on to
their packets before forwarding, and meanwhile shorten
their sleep periods to aggregate packets from downstream
nodes. However, unlike ORIA, ORD uses feedback infor-
mation on residual energy levels and maximum hop dis-
tance in order to control packet hold times, so that the
network lifetime is maximized while packet delay require-
ments are met. Simulation results show that ORD out-
performs ORIA in both network lifetime and ratio of late
packets. In summary, ORD provides network operators
with a tuning knob which controls target packet delay and
optimizes parameters accordingly so that the operators do
not need to specify protocol parameters such as packet
hold time for each node.
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